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We extend effective field theory to the case of spontaneous symmetry breaking in genuinely finite
quantum systems such as small superfluid systems, molecules or atomic nuclei, and focus on deformed
nuclei. In finite superfluids, symmetry arguments alone relate the spectra of systems with different
particle numbers. For systems with non-spherical intrinsic ground states such as atomic nuclei or
molecules, symmetry arguments alone yield the universal features of the low-lying excitations as
vibrations that are the heads of rotational bands. The low-lying excitations in deformed nuclei
differ from those in molecules because of symmetry properties caused by pairing.
PACS numbers: 21.60.Ev, 21.30.Fe, 27.70.+q, 11.30.Qc, 33.20.Vq, 67.10.-j
I. INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses spontaneous symmetry breaking
in non-relativistic quantum systems of finite size. Strictly
speaking, spontaneous symmetry breaking can only oc-
cur in infinite systems. Then the ground state exhibits
a lesser degree of symmetry than the Hamiltonian it-
self, i.e., the ground state is invariant under a symme-
try group H that is a proper subgroup of the Hamil-
tonian’s symmetry group G. The low-energy excitations
are strongly constrained by symmetry and given in terms
of (weakly interacting) Nambu-Goldstone modes. These
can be calculated within an effective field theory (EFT)
that is solely based on the pattern of symmetry break-
ing. From a technical point of view, the EFT is a non-
linear σ model with fields that parameterize the coset
space G/H [1–3]. Examples for spontaneous symmetry
breaking are the breaking of spin-rotational symmetry in
a ferromagnet, the breaking of translational symmetry
in a crystal lattice, and the breaking of chiral symmetry
in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In these examples,
the Nambu-Goldstone modes are magnons, phonons, and
pions, respectively, and EFTs have been developed for all
these cases [4–10], see Refs. [11, 12] for reviews.
In finite systems, the ground state exhibits the full
symmetry of the Hamiltonian, and spontaneous symme-
try breaking becomes evident in symmetry-unrestricted
mean-field calculations [13–15]. It is then a major ef-
fort (and complication!) to restore the symmetry with
the help of projection techniques. The expressions “ob-
scured symmetry breaking” [16] or “emergent symmetry
breaking” [15] (which we adopt here) have been proposed
for such systems. There are two distinct cases for which
emergent symmetry breaking plays a role. First, numer-
ical simulations of infinite physical systems are usually
limited to a finite volume, and it is then important to
understand the finite-size corrections. Some rigorous re-
sults are known in this case [16, 17], and finite-size cor-
rections to partition functions and thermodynamical ob-
servables have been worked out within EFTs for simu-
lations of QCD on finite lattices [18, 19], and for spin
systems [20]. Genuinely finite systems constitute the
second and probably physically most interesting case.
Prominent examples are the emergence of superfluidity
in trapped ultracold Bose gases [21, 22], pairing in atomic
nuclei (both breaking a U(1) phase symmetry), and non-
spherical shapes of molecules and atomic nuclei (both
breaking O(3) rotational symmetry in the limit of infinite
system size). Here, the techniques for constructing EFTs
for spontaneous symmetry breaking need to be modified,
and the interest is in spectra and transitions rather than
in thermodynamical observables.
The EFT for a finite system with emergent symme-
try breaking is, of course, related to the EFT for the
corresponding infinite system with spontaneous symme-
try breaking. The symmetry must be realized non-
linearly, and the Nambu-Goldstone fields parameterize
the coset space G/H [1–3]. In the infinite system, the
proper Nambu-Goldstone fields depend on space and
time and exhibit fluctuations of small amplitudes and
long wavelengths. A purely time-dependent (and spa-
tially constant) mode is forbidden because it would relate
states of inequivalent Hilbert spaces. In the finite sys-
tem, however, this zero mode, i.e., the spatially constant
mode of the Nambu-Goldstone field, must be singled
out and treated separately. That mode undergoes large-
amplitude fluctuations and upon quantization restores
the symmetry. In the finite system, the small-amplitude
fluctuations, i.e., the proper Nambu-Goldstone modes
with nontrivial temporal and spatial dependence, must
likewise be quantized. The theoretical implementation
of this program is not trivial and is demonstrated for
two interesting and important cases. We first consider
as an example the emergent breaking of a U(1) phase
symmetry in finite superfluids such as ultracold bosonic
atom gases or atomic nuclei. In this case, the proper
Nambu-Goldstone modes and the global phase rotations
do not couple in leading order, and both modes have the
same energy scale. This facilitates the description. Sec-
ond, we consider the emergent breaking of SO(3) symme-
try to its SO(2) subgroup. This case describes the low-
energy physics of nonspherical objects with axial symme-
try such as linear molecules and deformed atomic nuclei.
2The case is more complicated and interesting due to the
interactions between global rotations and proper Nambu-
Goldstone modes, and the energy scale of the rotational
mode differs from the energy scale of the proper Nambu-
Goldstone modes. Our detailed presentation of these two
problems makes clear how to develop EFTs for systems
with emergent symmetry breaking in general.
In this paper we construct EFTs for finite systems with
emergent symmetry breaking, and we focus particularly
on deformed atomic nuclei. Such nuclei are tradition-
ally described by generalized collective models [23–27]
or the interacting boson model [28, 29]. For more mi-
croscopic approaches to collective motion, we refer the
reader to Refs. [13, 30, 31]. For deformed nuclei, the pre-
sented EFT generalizes the simpler construction of an
effective theory proposed recently [32]. Based on sym-
metry principles alone, our model-independent approach
re-derives some of the well-known results for collective
nuclear models. We expect that extensions of the EFT
approach could be useful in addressing well-known and
long-standing limitations of the collective models such as,
e.g., the significant overprediction of electromagnetic in-
terband transitions, see Refs. [27, 33] for recent reviews
of this problem.
Our procedure is patterned after the case of the infinite
ferromagnet [5, 7, 10]. We generalize the expression for
unitary transformations in the coset space by including
purely time-dependent variables. These account for the
dynamics of the finite system. The resulting generators
define the Nambu-Goldstone modes as well as the zero
modes as classical fields. From these we construct the
building blocks of the effective Lagrangian L using argu-
ments of invariance and energy scaling. Quantization of
the Hamiltonian obtained by a Legendre transformation
of L then determines the spectrum.
II. EMERGENT BREAKING OF U(1) PHASE
SYMMETRY
Superfluids can be viewed as breaking U(1) phase sym-
metry. Examples are infinite Bose-Einstein condensates
(BEC) or the paired states of a BCS superconductor.
In their mean-field description, these systems exhibit a
coherent phase at the expense of a well-defined parti-
cle number. In finite systems the particle number is, of
course, a good quantum number. While the results we
derive in this Section are well know (see, e.g. Ref. [34]),
their derivation exhibits novel aspects and paves the way
for the description of deformed nuclei within an EFT.
In finite superfluids the low-lying excitations are gov-
erned by two energy scales. These are the chemical
potential µ (the energy needed to add a single boson
to the system), and the energy Ω of long wave-length
excitations. These scales are different for noninteract-
ing and for interacting systems. We consider harmoni-
cally trapped bosons as an example. For noninteracting
bosons, the proper thermodynamic limit is defined [35]
by keeping the product of particle number N and the
third power of the trap frequency constant. That fre-
quency, in turn, defines µ for the condensate. Hence
µ ∼ Ω ∼ N−1/3 scale similarly. As N → ∞, the ground
states of systems with different particle numbers N be-
come quasi degenerate, superpositions of such states (i.e.,
states with a constant phase and undefined N) describe
the superfluid, and the U(1) phase symmetry is broken
in the thermodynamic limit. For finite uniform systems,
both energies scale as µ ∼ Ω ∼ N−2/3 [36], and the ar-
guments apply likewise.
For interacting Bose gases of volume V , the chemical
potential µ typically approaches in the thermodynamic
limit the nonzero value µ ∼ gN/V where g measures the
strength of the interaction [35]. Similarly, for BCS super-
conductors, adding a pair roughly costs an energy of the
order of the Fermi energy. The latter becomes constant
in the thermodynamic limit. In both cases the breaking
of U(1) symmetry can be understood in the framework of
the grand canonical ensemble. The system is coupled to
a particle reservoir with external chemical potential µext,
and the Hamiltonian H−µextN is minimized. Adjusting
µext such that µext ≈ µ for N ≫ 1 introduces a quasi
degeneracy between states of different particle numbers,
and a superposition of these states then breaks U(1) sym-
metry. However, the canonical and the grand canonical
ensemble yield different results. For nonextensive quan-
tities the differences decrease as N−1/2 for N →∞. It is
only within this uncertainty that an isolated finite system
can be viewed as equivalent to a finite system coupled to
a particle reservoir. Technically, the introduction of a fi-
nite external chemical potential µext breaks time-reversal
invariance, and the resulting effective theory differs from
the case µext = 0. As we will see, the latter can be
recovered from the former by simply setting µext = 0 in
the leading-order equations we derive below. For nonzero
µext, the low-energy scales of interest are µ−µext and Ω,
and we assume that both are similar in size.
In the case of a broken U(1) symmetry we have G =
U(1) and H = 1. The Nambu-Goldstone fields parame-
terize the coset G/H ∼ G, which is the group itself. The
fields induce local phase transformations, and in a finite
system the relevant operator is
U(α, β) = eiα(t)eiV
1/2β(t,~x) . (1)
Here, β is the Nambu-Goldstone field, the angle α is the
zero mode that needs to be singled out, and V is the
volume. For a proper Nambu-Goldstone field we have∫
V
d3xβ = 0. Following Refs. [11, 12], we build the in-
variants of our theory from the derivatives (ν = x, y, z)
− iU−1∂tU = α˙+ V
1/2β˙ , (2)
−iU−1∂νU = V
1/2∂νβ (3)
which are in the Lie algebra of G. Here the dot denotes
the time derivative. Under a global phase transforma-
tion with angle γ, the operator U becomes eiγU(α, β) =
U(α + γ, β). Thus, α˙, β˙, and ∂νβ are invariant under
3global phase transformations. Note also that β is a truly
“intrinsic” degree of freedom because it is unaffected by
a global phase transformation.
We use these invariants to construct the leading-order
terms in the effective Lagrangian, taking account of en-
ergy scales. The scale associated with the α degree of
freedom is µ−µext, that associated with β is Ω. Assuming
also invariance under rotations, we have the invariants
L0 ≡ C1µext
∫
V
d3xα˙ = C1V µextα˙ ,
L1 ≡
C1
2
∫
V
d3xα˙2 =
C1V
2
α˙2 ,
L2 ≡
C2
2
∫
V
d3xβ˙2 , L3 ≡
D
2
∫
V
d3x (∇β)2 . (4)
Here, C1, C2, and D are constants that have to be deter-
mined from low-energy data. The Lagrangian is
L =
C1V
2
α˙2+C1V µextα˙+
∫
V
d3x
(
C2
2
β˙2 −
D
2
(∇β)2
)
.
(5)
The conserved quantity corresponding to invariance un-
der global phase transformations is the particle number
N ≡ pα ≡
∂L
∂α˙
. (6)
This conserved quantity can be derived via the Noether
theorem, and pα is the canonical momentum of α.
We expand β(t, ~x) =
∑
j βjφj(~x) in a set of or-
thonormal complex functions φj(~x), j = 1, 2, . . . with∫
V
d3xφj(~x) = 0 (absence of zero modes for the Nambu-
Goldstone field). As an example, we choose the eigen-
functions of a free particle in a spherical cavity of vol-
ume V with von Neumann boundary conditions. The
Lagrangian becomes
L =
C1V
2
α˙2+C1V µextα˙+
∑
j>0
(
C2
2
β˙2j −
Dk2j
2
β2j
)
. (7)
Here, k2j denotes the squared momentum of the spheri-
cal wave φj(~x). A Legendre transformation with pβj ≡
∂L/∂β˙j and Eq. (6) yield the Hamiltonian
H =
(pα − C1V µext)
2
2C1V
+
∑
j>0
(
p2βj
2C2
+
Dk2j
2
β2j
)
. (8)
We quantize H by putting pα = −i∂α, and pβj = −i∂βj .
Then pαe
iNα = NeiNα. The intrinsic degrees of freedom
βj yield harmonic-oscillator spectra with energies
ωj ≡ kj
(
D
C2
)1/2
. (9)
In the long-wave-length limit we have kj ∼ V
−1/3, and
the measurement of the low-energy collective excitations
of the superfluid determines the ratio D/C2. The ampli-
tude of the Nambu-Goldstone modes (i.e., the oscillator
length) is
lj ≡
(
C2Dk
2
j
)−1/4
, (10)
and this dimensionless quantity is assumed to be small,
lj ≪ 1.
For fixed particle number N , the α-dependent
part of the Hamiltonian yields the energy EN ≡
(N − C1V µext)
2
/(2C1V ). For N ≫ 1 the energy dif-
ference of a system with N +1 and one with N particles
is
EN+1 − EN ≈
N
C1V
− µext . (11)
We note that EN+1−EN = µ−µext on physical grounds.
The emergent breaking of U(1) requires EN+1−EN ≈ 0,
and Eq. (11) relates the constant C1 to the chemical po-
tential and to the density of the system. We see that the
chemical potential and the frequencies and amplitudes
of the quantized collective vibrations determine the low-
energy constants of the EFT. In addition to the collective
vibrations with frequencies (9) one finds approximately
equidistant levels with spacing µ− µext belonging to su-
perfluids with different particle numbers. In superfluid
atomic nuclei, these harmonic excitations belonging to
different numbers of paired nucleons are known as pair-
ing vibrations [37]. In summary we have shown that in
finite superfluids, the spectra of systems with different
particle numbers are related to each other, and this is a
model-independent prediction of the EFT.
We turn to higher-order corrections and establish our
power counting. The energy scales used in the construc-
tion of L in Eq. (5) are (i) the scale µ − µext associ-
ated with a change in particle number (we have assumed
α˙ ∼ µ− µext) and (ii) the scale Ω of the collective vibra-
tions. We have assumed that both scales are of similar
size, µ − µext ∼ Ω. Moreover, in the low-energy domain
the amplitudes of the Nambu-Goldstone modes βj given
by Eq. (10) obey lj ≪ 1. Thus, we have
βj ∼ lj , β˙j ∼ Ωlj , C2 ∼ Ω
−1l−2j , pβj ∼ l
−1
j . (12)
In the construction of terms of higher order, we consider
only powers of single derivatives because higher-order
derivatives of the Nambu-Goldstone field β and of the
zero mode α can be eliminated via perturbative field re-
definitions [38, 39]. The EFT has a breakdown scale Λ
with Λ ≫ Ω, |µext − µ|. At this scale, α˙ (and β˙, ∂νβ,
β) are a factor
√
Λ/|µext − µ| (and
√
Λ/Ω, respectively)
larger than in the low-energy domain. At the break-
down scale, a Lagrangian term of the form Cpqrα˙
pβ˙qβr
must scale as Λ when written in terms of such veloc-
ities and fields. This determines the scaling of Cpqr .
When evaluated for velocities and fields in the low-energy
domain, that term yields a contribution to L of order
Λ(|µext − µ|/Λ)
p/2(Ω/Λ)q/2+r/2. Similar considerations
4apply for terms containing powers of the spatial deriva-
tives ∂νβ. For energies below the breakdown scale, all
these higher-order corrections are perturbatively small.
Thus, our procedure yields a perturbative expansion in
powers of |µext − µ|/Λ and Ω/Λ.
III. EMERGENT BREAKING OF ROTATIONAL
SYMMETRY
For finite objects with an axially symmetric ground-
state deformation, the emergent symmetry breaking is
from the rotation group to the subgroup of axial sym-
metry. It is, therefore, useful to recall the breaking of
spin-rotational symmetry O(3) to O(2) in infinite ferro-
magnets [5, 7, 9]. In the ground state, all spins point
in the same direction, violating the spin-rotational sym-
metry of the Hamiltonian. Ground states with macro-
scopically different spin directions have zero overlap and
define inequivalent Hilbert spaces. As a consequence, the
low-lying spectrum of the ferromagnet is dominated by
Nambu-Goldstone modes, i.e., spin waves of long wave
length that locally induce small rotations of the aligned
spins. For a ferromagnet of finite size [20], the for-
merly inequivalent Hilbert spaces are connected by non-
vanishing tunneling matrix elements, the ground states
belonging to different spin directions have nonzero over-
lap, and there exist states that are superpositions of these
ground states. Such states are, for instance, the Wigner
D-functions for rotational motion. Physically that im-
plies that the ferromagnet may rotate about an axis per-
pendicular to the direction of the aligned spins. An anal-
ogous situation occurs in linear molecules and in axially
symmetric deformed even-even nuclei. In the limit of
infinitely large size, the low-lying parts of the spectra of
these systems would be determined by Nambu-Goldstone
modes. But finite linear molecules or finite axially sym-
metric nuclei may rotate about an axis perpendicular to
the symmetry axis. In all three cases, rotational motion
occurs as a consequence of emergent symmetry breaking
due to the finite size of the system. Rotational motion is,
therefore, distinctly different from the Nambu-Goldstone
modes. It plays the same role as the zero mode α in
Eq. (1) for the emergent breaking of U(1) phase symme-
try.
For a deformed nucleus with A ≫ 1 nucleons, we can
quantify these statements. The linear extension of the
system is ∝ A1/3. The moment of inertia is proportional
to mass × (length)2 ∝ A5/3. With increasing A, the
frequency of rotational motion tends to zero like A−5/3,
faster than the wave number ∝ A−1/3 of the massless
modes (analogues of the Nambu-Goldstone modes in the
infinite system). Hence, there exists a regime of A values
where the scale ξ for rotational motion is small compared
to the scale ω for vibrational motion and where ω in
turn is small compared to the breakdown scale Λ of the
EFT defined by pair-breaking excitations [40]. In the
regime ξ ≪ ω ≪ Λ, it is meaningful to consider rotational
motion as a small (in energy) correction to the Goldstone
theorem. That is the regime we study here. For instance,
in rare-earth nuclei we have ξ ≈ 80 keV from the lowest
energy spacing in a rotational band, and ω ≈ 1 MeV
from the lowest “vibrational” band head, while Λ ≈ 2 −
3 MeV is the cost of pair breaking. The condition ω ≪
Λ is met only marginally. Corresponding considerations
apply to linear molecules such as CO2. Here the scale
of rotational energies is ξ ≈ 1 cm−1, that of vibrational
energies is ω ≈ 500 cm−1, while the breakdown scale
Λ ≈ 10,000 cm−1 is defined by electronic excitations.
The conditions ξ ≪ ω ≪ Λ are very well fulfilled.
Axially symmetric deformed even-even nuclei consist
of nucleons, and linear molecules consist of nuclei. The
locations of these constituents have body-fixed spherical
coordinates r, θ, φ. Vibrations of the nucleus/molecule
about an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis act
locally on the constituents. The resulting dislocations
are assumed to have small amplitude. We expect that
Nambu-Goldstone modes related to the coordinate r have
higher frequencies than those due to θ and φ. We, there-
fore, confine attention to the latter variables although our
approach can be straightforwardly generalized. In addi-
tion to these small-amplitude vibrations we also consider
global rotations of the entire nucleus/molecule.
Our effective theory is universal and applies both to
linear molecules and to deformed nuclei. Apart from the
magnitude of the low-energy constants, the key difference
between both systems is in the symmetry properties of
the deformed ground–state wave functions as these de-
fine the symmetry properties of the admissible low–lying
Nambu-Goldstone modes [11]. We assume that molecu-
lar and nuclear ground-state wave functions are axially
symmetric about the body-fixed z′-axis, invariant under
time-reversal, and have positive parity. As a consequence
of pairing (superfluidity), even-even nuclei differ from lin-
ear molecules in that their intrinsic ground states are also
invariant under rotations by π about any axis perpendic-
ular to the symmetry axis, i.e., possess positive R par-
ity [26, 41]. Hence, low-energetic intrinsic excitations in
nuclei must also have positive R parity.
A. Dynamical Variables and Power Counting
As done for the case of the ferromagnet [5, 7, 10] and in
Sect. II, we consider the Nambu-Goldstone modes as clas-
sical fields that are later quantized. We prefer to write
these fields in the space-fixed (rather than the body-
fixed) coordinate system because here the commutation
relations of the three generators Jx, Jy, Jz of infinitesimal
rotations about the space-fixed x, y, z axes, respectively,
are of standard form. The molecular/nuclear ground
state is invariant under SO(2) rotations about the body-
fixed z′-axis while SO(3) symmetry is broken by the de-
formation. Therefore, the Nambu-Goldstone modes lie
in the coset space SO(3)/SO(2) [2, 3, 12]. The modes
depend on the angles θ, φ defined above and on time t,
5and are generated by a unitary transformation U . As in
Eq. (1) we parameterize the matrix U in product form,
U = g(α, β)u(x, y) ,
g(α, β) = exp {−iα(t)Jz} exp {−iβ(t)Jy} ,
u(x, y) = exp {−ix(θ, φ, t)Jx − iy(θ, φ, t)Jy} . (13)
The purely time-dependent variables α(t) and β(t) are
the zero modes. They describe global rotations of the
finite system and are factored out [18]. They are not
Nambu-Goldstone modes but upon quantization gener-
ate rotational bands [32, 42]. The fields x(θ, φ, t) and
y(θ, φ, t) with |x|, |y| ≪ 1 generate small-amplitude vi-
brations of the constituents. These depend non-trivially
on θ and φ so that∫
dΩ x(θ, φ, t) = 0 =
∫
dΩ y(θ, φ, t) . (14)
Here dΩ is the surface element of the three-dimensional
unit sphere. In an infinite system x(θ, φ, t) and y(θ, φ, t)
would be genuine Nambu-Goldstone modes. Eqs. (13)
and (14) define the dynamical variables of the system.
Eq. (13) may look like a rather special ansatz but actually
follows from the most general form of U .
Further progress hinges on the identification of the en-
ergy scales ξ, ω, and Λ defined above. The ranges of the
variables α and β being of order unity, the ratios α˙/α and
β˙/β are governed by the energy scale ξ of rotational mo-
tion. We have |x|, |y| ≪ 1, indicating that the amplitudes
of the Nambu-Goldstone fields are small. Then |x˙| ∼ ω|x|
and |y˙| ∼ ω|y|. We are going to show that power count-
ing based upon the inequalities ξ ≪ ω ≪ Λ together with
the symmetry requirements formulated above uniquely
determine the leading-order part of the Hamiltonian, ex-
cept for a small number of constants that have to be
determined by fits to data.
Our EFT is characterized by two breakdown scales.
The first scale is set by Λ≫ ω and marks the appearance
of neglected degrees of freedom. In deformed nuclei these
are single-particle degrees of freedom or pair-breaking ef-
fects and in linear molecules, electronic excitations. The
second scale is related to large-amplitude excitations of
the Nambu-Goldstone fields. That scale is reached when
these excitations are so large that they practically restore
the spherical symmetry of the intrinsically deformed ob-
ject, or when the energy due to the zero-mode velocities
α˙ and β˙ reaches the vibrational scale ω. This second
scale is set by ω2/ξ. For well-deformed nuclei, that scale
considerably exceeds Λ, while both scales are similar in
size for linear molecules. We now discuss both breakdown
scales separately.
At energies below Λ the neglected degrees of freedom
cause the appearance of higher-order terms in the effec-
tive Lagrangian of the EFT. Such terms involve powers
of the leading-order fields and velocities and, possibly,
also higher derivatives. The latter can be eliminated via
perturbative field redefinitions [38, 39] and are not con-
sidered here. At the breakdown scale (where the ampli-
tudes and velocities of the Nambu-Goldstone fields are a
factor (Λ/ω)1/2 larger than in the low-energy domain), a
term in the effective Lagrangian with τ velocities and n
powers of x or y is of order Λ. At the low-energy scale ω
that term yields a contribution of order ω(ω/Λ)(n+τ)/2−1.
Terms like that give rise to small corrections and, at each
order, are finite in number. Similar considerations apply
to the spatial derivatives.
The scale for the breaking of emergent symmetry
is reached when the amplitudes, velocities and higher
derivatives are a factor (ω/ξ)1/2 larger than in the low-
energy domain. The arguments of the previous para-
graph can essentially be repeated by replacing the scale
Λ by ω2/ξ, and the ratio Λ/ω by ω/ξ. At the break-
down scale the contribution of a term in the effective
Lagrangian which contains σ velocities is of order ω. At
the low-energy scale ξ that term scales as ξ(ξ/ω)σ/2−1.
These arguments establish our power counting. As a
result, our EFT provides an expansion in the two small
parameters ω/Λ and ξ/ω, and there is a finite number of
terms for each power of these parameters.
B. Effective Lagrangian
The effective Lagrangian is built from invariants.
These are constructed from elements axµ, a
y
µ, a
z
µ defined
by
U−1i∂µU = a
x
µJx + a
y
µJy + a
z
µJz . (15)
The symbol ∂µ with µ = 1, 2, 3 stands for the partial
derivatives with respect to the angles θ, φ and time t.
Explicit expressions for these elements are obtained from
Eqs. (13) and (15) in terms of a series expansion in powers
of x, y, and their partial derivatives where only leading-
order terms are kept. We use the Baker–Campbell–
Hausdorff expansion and obtain
axt = x˙+
y
6
(xy˙ − yx˙)− α˙ sinβ − yα˙ cosβ + . . . ,
ayt = y˙ −
x
6
(xy˙ − yx˙) + β˙ + xα˙ cosβ + . . . , (16)
azt = −
1
2
(xy˙ − yx˙) + α˙ cosβ − yα˙ sinβ − xβ˙ + . . . ,
and
axν = ∂νx+
y
6
(x∂νy − y∂νx) + . . . ,
ayν = ∂νy −
x
6
(x∂νy − y∂νx) + . . . , (17)
azν = −
1
2
(x∂νy − y∂νx) + . . . ,
To define the invariants we calculate the changes induced
on the variables α, β, x, y by infinitesimal rotations r of
U about angles δχk around the space-fixed k = x, y, z
axes. With h(γ) = exp{−iγJz} we have from Eq. (13)
that
rg(α, β) = g(α′, β′)h(γ′) . (18)
6Here, the primed angles depend on the angles of the ro-
tation r and the angles α, β. The right-hand side of Eq.
(18) has the form of a general rotation with Euler angles
(α′, β′, γ′), with explicit expressions given in Ref. [32].
Thus,
rU = g(α′, β′)h(γ′)u
= g(α′, β′) [h(γ′)uh†(γ′)] h(γ′) . (19)
As a result we find that the angles α and β transform
nonlinearly as the azimuthal and polar angle of the two-
sphere, respectively, while x and y transform linearly
as the x and y components of a vector under rotations
around the z axis. In other words, under a rotation, the
nucleus as a whole changes its orientation and under-
goes a rotation around its symmetry axis. This transfor-
mation behavior under rotations confirms that α and β
describe the global orientation of the axially symmetric
nucleus, while x and y are “intrinsic” degrees of freedom.
Thus any combination of x and y that formally exhibits
axial symmetry is indeed fully invariant under rotations.
For example, x2+y2 is invariant under rotations, and the
four quantities x, y, x˙, y˙ are transformed into linear com-
binations of x′, y′, x˙′, y˙′. These transformation properties
are characteristically different from the ones for an infi-
nite system where in Eq. (13) we would have g(α, β) = 1.
Time-reversal invariance requires that invariants in-
volving time derivatives must contain even powers of
axt , a
y
t , a
z
t . The lowest-order invariants obtained from
Eqs. (17) are
L1a = β˙
2 + α˙2 sin2 β ,
L1b = x˙
2 + y˙2 + 2(xy˙ − yx˙)α˙ cosβ ,
L1c = (xy˙ − yx˙)
2 ,
L1d = (x
2 + y2)[x˙2 + y˙2 + 2(xy˙ − yx˙)α˙ cosβ] . (20)
We note that the invariant L1a is essentially the La-
grangian of a rotor, and that the Lagrangian density L1b
couples global rotations to the Nambu-Goldstone modes.
The invariant L1c is related to the angular momentum of
the Nambu-Goldstone modes, see Eq. (28). The invari-
ant L1d is obtained by multiplying L1b with the invariant
(x2 + y2) and is of the same order as L1c. As for the in-
variants constructed from axν , a
y
ν a
z
ν with ν = θ or ν = φ,
we use that for fixed ν and ν′, the forms (axν)
2+(ayν)
2, azν
and azνa
z
ν′ are invariant. Admissible linear combinations
of these expressions are defined by the requirement of ax-
ial symmetry. Suppressing terms of higher order than x4
and multiplying with the additional invariant (x2 + y2),
we find the invariants
L2a = (~Lx)
2 + (~Ly)2 ,
L2b = (Lzx)
2 + (Lzy)
2 ,
L2c = (x~Ly − y~Lx)
2 ,
L2d = (x
2 + y2)
(
(~Lx)2 + (~Ly)2
)
. (21)
Here ~L (Lz) is the vector (the z-component) operator of
orbital angular momentum, respectively, written in terms
of θ and φ [43]. The occurrence of the term L2b reflects
the fact that we impose only axial rather than rotational
symmetry on L. The Lagrangian L is given by
L = L1 + L2
=
∑
i=a,b,c,d
∫
dΩ
(
Ci
2
L1i −
Di
2
L2i
)
. (22)
Here Ci and Di with i = a, b, c, d are constants that are
determined by low-energy data.
We expand the real variable x as
x =
∞∑
λ=2
λ∑
µ=−λ
xλµZλµ (23)
and correspondingly for y, x˙, y˙. Aside from normaliza-
tion constants, the real orthonormal functions Zλµ are
equal to the real part (for µ ≥ 0) and imaginary part
(for µ < 0) of the spherical harmonics Yλµ. The co-
efficients xλµ are real. Terms with λ = 0 and λ = 1
are excluded since λ = 0 violates Eq. (14) and describes
global rotations while λ = 1 describes translations in
space [26]. We insert the expansions (23) into Eq. (22)
and use the resulting expression for L to define the real
canonical momenta
pβ =
∂L
∂β˙
, pα =
∂L
∂α˙
,
pxλµ =
∂L
∂x˙λµ
, pyλµ =
∂L
∂y˙λµ
. (24)
From Noether’s theorem we obtain explicit expressions
for the three components Ix, Iy, Iz of angular momentum.
These are
Ix = −pβ sinα− pα cotβ cosα+
cosα
sinβ
K , (25)
Iy = pβ cosα− pα cotβ sinα+
sinα
sinβ
K , (26)
Iz = pα . (27)
Here
K =
∫
dΩ (xpy − ypx) (28)
is the angular momentum of the two-dimensional oscilla-
tors that describe the intrinsic vibrations. The square of
the total angular momentum is
I2 = p2β +
1
sin2 β
(
p2α − 2Kpα cosβ +K
2
)
. (29)
The terms in Eqs. (29) obtained by putting K = 0 can
be shown to be equal to the square of the total angular
momentum of the rigid rotor.
7C. Effective Hamiltonian and Quantization
We use Eqs. (24) and the standard Legendre trans-
formation to transform the effective Lagrangian L into
the effective Hamiltonian H . The scales of the coeffi-
cients Ci and Di (and the terms that are kept in H)
are determined by assuming CaL1a ∼ ξ, CbL1b ∼ ω,
CcL1c, CdL1d ∼ |x|
2ω, pβ, pα ∼ 1, and px, py ∼ |x|
−1.
Relevant parts of H are given below.
For the rigid-rotor part of H , quantization is achieved
by symmetrization with respect to α, β and by putting
pβ = −i(sinβ)
−1/2∂β(sinβ)
1/2, pα = −i∂α. This is the
usual quantization for a particle on the sphere. For the
remaining canonical momenta we have
pxλµ = −i
∂
∂xλµ
, pyλµ = −i
∂
∂yλµ
. (30)
Substitution of these expressions into Eq. (29) yields
the quantized form of the square Iˆ2 of the operator
of total angular momentum. The operator Kˆ is given
by Kˆ =
∑
λµ
(
xλµp
y
λµ − yλµp
x
λµ
)
. The three compo-
nents Iˆx, Iˆy, Iˆz of the quantized angular momentum can
be shown to obey the standard commutation relations.
Moreover, every component commutes with Kˆ and with
the quantized Hamiltonian Hˆ . A complete set of com-
muting operators is, therefore, Iˆ2, Iˆz, Kˆ, Hˆ.
D. Spectra
The leading-order (O(ω)) contribution to Hˆ is given
by
Hˆω =
∑
λµ
(
(pxλµ)
2 + (pyλµ)
2
2Cb
+
Cb
2
ω2λµ
(
x2λµ + y
2
λµ
))
and describes a set of uncoupled harmonic oscillators
with frequencies ωλµ = [(λ(λ + 1)Da + µ
2Db)/Cb]
1/2.
We combine the degrees of freedom xλµ and yλµ into
a two-dimensional SO(2) symmetric harmonic oscilla-
tor with quantum numbers nλµ = 0, 1, 2, . . . and kλµ =
0,±1,±2, . . .. In units of ωλµ the energies are 2nλµ +
|kλµ| + 1. The operator Kˆ has eigenvalues K =∑
λ≥2
∑λ
µ=−λ kλµ.
Next-order corrections to the Hamiltonian Hˆω are ei-
ther of order O(ξ) or of order O(x2ω). The former couple
rotations to vibrations. The latter add anharmonicities
to the harmonic vibrations and thereby lift the degen-
eracies. We confine ourselves here to the former. The
Hamiltonian is
Hˆω,ξ = Hˆω +
Iˆ2 − Kˆ2
2Ca
, (31)
with Iˆ2 given by the quantized form of Eq. (29). The
eigenfunctions of (Iˆ2 − Kˆ2) are Wigner D-functions
DIM,K(α, β, 0) that depend on total integer spin I and
its projections −I ≤M,K ≤ I [32, 43]. The eigenvalues
of Iˆ2 are I(I + 1) with I ≥ |K|. We see that each vibra-
tional state of the leading-order Hamiltonian Hˆω becomes
a band head with spin |K|, and the spectrum exhibits a
rotational band on top of each band head. At this order
in the EFT, all rotational bands have the same moment
of inertia Ca. Differences in the moments of inertia are
higher-order effects [44].
The ground state has quantum numbers nλµ = 0,
kλµ = 0 (this implies K = 0) and spin I = 0. It has
positive parity and, in the case of nuclei, positive R par-
ity. For nuclei, this limits the rotational states in the
ground-state band to even values of I.
We turn to excited states. Here nuclei and linear
molecules differ. For Db > 0 the lowest single vibrational
excitation corresponds to the mode (x20, y20). The fields
x and y have positive parity, in keeping with the parity
of the axial vectors Jx and Jy in Eqs. (13). The lowest
excitation has |K| = 1, negative intrinsic R parity and,
thus, values of I = 1, 2, 3, . . .. For linear molecules, states
with |K| = 1 are indeed the lowest-lying vibrations [45].
In contradistinction, in nuclei such states are excluded
because paired states have positive R parity. Pair break-
ing (i.e., generation of states with odd R parity) happens
only at the breakdown scale Λ of our EFT. Thus, pairing
excludes low-lying magnetic dipole excitations [46, 47]
and more generally any vibrational band head with odd
spin and positive parity in the low-energy regime. This
essential element provides the only difference in the low-
energy spectra of molecules and of deformed nuclei. In-
deed, there are no low-lying Iπ = 1+ states in deformed
even-even nuclei [48, 49].
As is well known from data [48, 49], the ground states
of deformed even-even nuclei consistently have quantum
numbers I = 0 = K and positive parity. Low-lying vi-
brational states have K = 0 and |K| = 2 and positive
parity. In rare-earth nuclei, both band heads have an ex-
citation energy of about 1 MeV. In the present approach,
these states are generated by local rotations around an
axis that is perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the
ground state. However, the wavefunction corresponding
to K = 0 is symmetric under any SO(2) rotation of x
and y and must thus be viewed as an axially symmet-
ric excitation that corresponds to the β excitation of the
geometrical model [26]. The |K| = 2 wave functions ex-
hibit no symmetry under exchange of x and y and thus
break the axial symmetry. Thus, they correspond to the
γ mode of the geometrical model.
Finally, we note that the present approach can be ex-
tended to EFTs for other cases such as general molecules.
In this case, the ground state fully breaks SO(3) to the
point group P of the molecule, and the coset space is
thus SO(3)/P . This case is technically simpler than the
breaking from SO(3) to SO(2) because the coset essen-
tially has a group structure. The coset can be parame-
terized by three Euler angles, and the zero modes indeed
describe the orientation of the molecule in space while the
8Nambu-Goldstone fields describe the intrinsic vibrations.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have shown how to develop effective
field theories for finite systems with emergent symmetry
breaking. We have applied this approach to two types of
systems. (i) Superfluids like infinite Bose-Einstein con-
densates (BEC) or the paired states of a BCS supercon-
ductor that break U(1) phase symmetry. (ii) Systems
with non-spherical ground states such as molecules and
atomic nuclei that break rotational symmetry. In both
cases, symmetry arguments alone yield the universal fea-
tures of the low-lying excitations. In case (i) these are
vibrations. We also relate the spectra of systems with dif-
ferent particle numbers. In case (ii) these are vibrations
that are the heads of rotational bands. The moment of
inertia is a fit parameter and will, in general, be differ-
ent for different physical systems (for instance, superfluid
and normal systems). Nuclei and molecules differ in that
the ground states of even-even nuclei are paired. This ac-
counts for the absence in nuclei of low-lying band heads
with odd spin and positive parity.
In contrast to phenomenological approaches, and ex-
cept for a small number of constants, our approach yields
an explicit expression for the Hamiltonian in leading or-
der, and a systematic procedure to generate terms of
higher order. It may, thus, be a useful starting point for
the analysis of spectra and electromagnetic transitions.
It is textbook knowledge that the traditional collective
models of deformed nuclei [25, 26, 29] overpredict transi-
tions between the β-band (γ band) and the ground-state
band by a factor of about ten (four) [27]. Furthermore,
the interpretation of low-lying collective 0+ states as β
band heads has been put into question by the available
data on E2 transitions [33]. This makes it very interest-
ing to study electromagnetic couplings within the EFT
approach.
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